Gray Iron Castings by:

East Jordan Iron Works – Ardmore, OK (P/S m00504) and East Jordan, MI (P/S m00503)

East Jordan Iron Works puts a tag and foundry ID letter on every casting they manufacture. In the photo below, the cast date is 9/23/03 and the “A” next to the date indicates the casting was made at their Ardmore, OK foundry. A “J” there instead would indicate the casting was made at their East Jordan, MI foundry.

Per information from East Jordan, all Oklahoma DOT and municipal Oklahoma castings are made at their foundry in Ardmore, OK. However, castings from both foundries are on the Oklahoma DOT’s approved products list. The photo below shows name lettering they also put on almost every casting they make:

A few castings are too small for East Jordan to put their complete name as shown above. On those smaller castings they put their “EJIW” logo on instead. Their logo is displayed in the photo below:
Gray Iron Castings by:

Deeter Foundry – Lincoln, NE (P/S m00502)

The photo below shows name lettering they put on their castings:

![Deeter Foundry Inc. name lettering](image1)

The photo below shows “DFI” logo lettering they use as well:

![DFI logo lettering](image2)
Gray Iron Castings by:

Neenah Foundry – Neenah, WI (P/S m00340)

The photo below shows name lettering they put on their castings:

The photo below shows “NF” logo lettering they use as well: